Analysis of endo-siRNAs in Drosophila.
The small RNA silencing system is an important player in the control of gene expression. In particular analysis of the highly complex sequence repertoire of piRNAs and endogenous siRNAs directed against repetitive elements and transposons has been facilitated by the advent of next-generation sequencing tools. We are providing a detailed protocol for the creation of deep sequencing libraries in combination with a chemical modification step (periodate oxidation and β-elimination) that enriches for 3'-terminal modified small RNAs. This step can thus facilitate the detection and-since incorporation of the small RNA into the effector complex precedes the terminal methylation-determine the Argonaute-loading state of certain small RNA species. Both, the oxidation as well as the deep sequencing library preparation are adaptations of popular, previously published protocols. The sequencing libraries described here can be sequenced on all flow cell types (i.e., single-end and paired-end) of the Illumina sequencing systems and are compatible with Illumina index reads. It is therefore also possible to analyze the libraries on the MiSeq system, for which currently only paired-end flow cells are available, and combine several libraries in multiplexed experiments. The chapter concludes with considerations concerning quality control and data analysis.